Welcome to your NOOK® HD+

Let’s review the basics of how to use your NOOK.

Swipe or tap the right side of the screen to turn the page
Wake Up Your NOOK to Get Started

Slide your icon to the center of the circle to unlock your NOOK.

Slide to unlock a profile
Welcome Home!

On your Home screen you can see your Active Shelf and access your Library, the Web, or shop The NOOK Store™.

Check your NOOK Today™ for suggestions we think you’ll love.

Shortcuts take you where you want to go.

Tap here to switch between recent activities.

Google Play Store and other Google marks are trademarks of Google Inc.
Your Active Shelf

Here are the items you’ve opened or purchased most recently, including the latest issues of your subscriptions.

Swipe to see more titles

Tap to open an item
Your NOOK Today™
Stay up-to-date with new titles and apps recommended just for you.

Check the weather

Get new ideas for what to read next

Welcome to your NOOK, Julie!

Today in New York
CLOUDY. 10% CHANCE OF SHOWERS

65° High: 72°
Low: 58°

New from Catherine Coulter
Back Fire
Now Available

BUY NOW

Search my NOOK
Personal Profiles

Create up to 6 unique profiles so everyone in your family can have a personalized NOOK experience.

Tap here to see all profiles on your NOOK

Tap to switch between users

Your NOOK Profiles

Julie
Philip
Emma

Edit profiles
Your NOOK Library

Your library keeps your collection organized. Browse easily, search for titles, and even customize your shelves.

Tap an item to open

Swipe to see more titles
Start Reading

Everything is at your fingertips – even a dictionary.
Tools for Better Reading

Use the Reader Tools to check the table of contents, jump ahead to the next chapter, or share a passage you love.
Customize Your Reading

Read the way you want – adjust the font, text size, margins, spacing, and even the background for each of your books.
Create a Digital Scrapbook

“Tear out” a page you love from a magazine or catalog, then drag and drop it into a new or existing scrapbook below.

Drag the page to a scrapbook

Create New Scrapbook  Inspiration  Photography

Cancel

1 NOOK Scrapbook™ may not be available for select magazines.
Watch Movies & TV Shows

It’s easy to buy or rent the latest movies & TV shows on demand.

Tap to rent or buy
Get the Apps You Want

Thousands of top apps, exclusively optimized for NOOK HD, are available in The NOOK Store.

Tap a channel for recommended apps

Search for what you want

Staff Picks

NOOK App Channels

Foodies
Games
Entertainment
Productivity

Featured App

Flipboard: Your Social News Magazine
Get news and culture from your favorite media outlets in a single magazine.

Staff Picks

Kids Can Learn
Just In
Popular Apps
Must Have Games
Lists for You
Browse Categories

Search my NOOK
Apps Library

In your apps library, along with your NOOK apps, you'll find Google Play™ and other Google Mobile™ apps like YouTube™, Google Maps™, and Gmail™.

Apps without an "n" logo are purchased from Google Play.

Apps with the "n" logo are purchased from The NOOK Store.

Tap the Play icon to access Google Play.
Shop The NOOK Store™

Find over 3 million books & magazines, plus apps, movies & TV shows in The NOOK Store.

Tap a category to browse
Stay in Touch While on the Go

Check your email accounts whenever you like. Access Gmail instantly and use the NOOK email app to access work email and calendars through Microsoft Exchange™.
Lightning Fast Web Browser

Browse fast with Chrome™.

Bookmark your favorite pages

You are now signed in to Chrome. Your open tabs, bookmarks and omnibox data are being synced with your Google Account. Settings
That’s it. Your NOOK® HD+ Awaits!

Press the n button to go Home and start exploring.